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By Hwyel G. Harris

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 1996. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 274 x 206 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Stained glass craftspeople looking for authentic Victorian-
and Edwardian-era designs will find them in this rich collection by period stained glass expert Hywel
G. Harris. Prompted by a desire to preserve authentic specimens of domestic stained glass designs
rapidly disappearing in postwar England because of destruction, adulteration, and neglect the
author photographed a multitude of windows, transoms, sidelights, and other stained glass
elements in houses constructed between 1890 and 1920. The designs in this practical compendium
have been directly rendered from those photographs and presented in a wide range of sizes and
shapes. Included are lovely floral and foliate motifs, a remarkable array of geometrics, transitional
designs showing the influence of Art Nouveau and more. Of immense value to stained glass workers,
this impressive, easily affordable sourcebooks will also function as an inspiration for graphic artists
and a useful reference for architectural historians.
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It in just one of the most popular ebook. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You are going to like just how the blogger create this pdf.
-- Roosevelt O 'K eefe-- Roosevelt O 'K eefe

A brand new e-book with a new viewpoint. I actually have read and so i am certain that i am going to gonna read again once more later on. I am quickly
could get a pleasure of studying a published ebook.
-- Ana sta sia  K er luke-- Ana sta sia  K er luke
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